EXHIBIT C: Identifier Examples
Harvest Lot Identifier:
The following provides examples on how to assign harvest lot identifiers to harvest lots. OAR
603-048-0010 provides in relevant part:
(14) “Harvest Lot Identifier” means a unique numerical identifier that begins with
the name of the grow site, then the year of harvest, and then a unique number to
identify the harvest lot. If a harvest lot is subsequently split into one or more lots
for purposes of testing in OAR 603-048-2300 to 603-048-2480 or for purposes of
retesting in accordance with OAR 603-048-0630(3), a unique letter shall be added
to the end of the original harvest lot identifier to identify the split lots.
Example. If the grow sites name is Field 1 and the grower plans to cultivate two harvest lots in
the 2019 calendar year, the following are appropriate harvest lot identifiers:
Example Harvest Identifiers: Field 1-2019-001 and Field 1-2019-002
If a grower elects to attempt to remediate under OAR 603-048-0630(3), the definition of harvest
lot identifier directs that:
If a harvest lot is subsequently split into one or more lots for purposes of an attempt to
remediate in accordance with OAR 603-048-0630(3), a unique letter shall be added to the
end of the original harvest lot identifier to identify the split lots.
Example. If the grower above elected to split their harvest lot Field 1-2019-001 into three
separate lots for purposes of remediation, the following are appropriate harvest lot identifiers:
Example Harvest Lot Identifiers for Split Lots: Field 1-2019-001-A; Field 1-2019-001-B; and
Field 1-2019-001 -C
Process Lot Identifier:
The following provides examples on how to assign process lot identifiers to process lots. OAR
603-048-0010 provides in relevant part:
(24) “Process lot identifier” means a unique numerical identifier that begins with the last
seven numbers of the handler’s registration number or name of the handler, then the year
of processing, and then a unique number to identify the process lot.
If the handler’s registration number is “AG-R1045555IHH” and the handler processes two
process lots of cannabinoid concentrate in the 2019 calendar year, the following are appropriate
process lot identifiers:
Example Process Lot Identifiers: 1045555-2019-001 and 1045555-2019-002, or
Alternative Process Lot Identifiers: Acme Farms-2019-001 and Acme Farms-2019-002
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